To place an order,
please contact your distributor.
For more information about
Body Action Products,
visit us online at:

bodyactioninfo.com

For a Healthier, More Satisfying Adult Lifestyle
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FLAVOR BLAST
FL

XTREME GLIDE

Fla
Flavored
Water Based
Lubricating Gel
Lu

Silicone-Based Lubricant

Fla
Flavor
Blast lubricating gel
will get the excitement started
with
ith a delicious blend of flavor.
Designed to satisfy every adult’s
Des
taste. Turn any lover into
tast
a ta
tasty treat. Put it on
and lick it off!

Formulated for the individual who wants an extreme lubricant!
Xtreme Glide is a 100% silicone based, super concentrated
moisturizer for exceptional personal lubrication — never sticky
or tacky and stays slippery even under water!
Item #BAX20

Xtreme 2.3 oz. bottle
Item #BAX40

Xtreme 4.8 oz. bottle

8.5 oz.
Bottle

Item #BAX80
2.5 oz. pump bottle in three flavor varieties

Xtreme 8.5 oz. bottle
Item #4PPDJ

Item #FBA20

Flavor Blast Passion Apple — 2.5 oz. pump bottle

Foil Packet Display
(250 pcs.)

Xtreme Foil Packet Display — 250 pcs. per display

Item #FBG20
Body Action develops, manufactures,
discovers and markets leading personal
care products and dietary supplements for
the discerning consumer. We are dedicated
to providing exciting products to people
who want to live a more healthy and truly
satisfied life. Over the past nine years,
our innovation and commitment to customer
satisfaction has made Body Action an
industry leader. As we work to bring fresh
new ideas to today’s ever-changing adult
lifestyle market, you can always be assured
of the finest quality, scientifically-engineered
products available anywhere.

Flavor Blast Gushin’ Grape — 2.5 oz. pump bottle

ANAL GLIDE

Item #FBC20

Flavor Blast Wild Cherry — 2.5 oz. pump bottle

Silicone-Based Lubricant

INTIMATE MIST

Anal Glide is an advanced silicone lubricant that
offers smooth, frictionless motion for that
very special intimate act.

Water Based Personal Moisturizer

Item #AG20

Anal Glide
2 oz. bottle

Intimate Mist is a fun and exciting way to apply
personal lubrication to the body. It is safe, easy to use,
and sprays on evenly with less mess! No more
interrupting those intimate moments! Latex friendly.
Item #IM20

Intimate Mist — 2.3 oz. spray bottle
2.3 oz. spray bottle

2 oz. Bottle

ANAL GLIDE EXTRA
Water-Based Lubricant
With Desensitizer
Anal Glide Extra is an anal
desensitizer and water-based lubricant
all in one. It’s mild formula eases
typical discomfort, making anal play
more pleasureable!
Item #AGE20

SUPREME GEL

ULTRA GLIDE

To place an order,
please contact
your distributor.

Ultra Glide Lubricant is a water based,
latex compatible lubricant specifically formulated
for the individual who wants a slight amount of
lubrication yet retaining maximum feeling.

Supreme Gel Lubricant is a water based,
latex compatible lubricant formulated to achieve
the highest attainable level of lubrication.
This formula works in harmony with your body
to protect against friction.

Item # BAU20

Item #BAS20

Ultra Glide 2.3 oz. bottle

Supreme 2.3 oz. bottle

Item # BAU40

Item #BAS40

Ultra Glide 4.8 oz. bottle

Supreme 4.8 oz. bottle

Item # BAU80

Item #BAS80

Ultra Glide 8.5 oz. bottle
8.5 oz. bottle

2 oz. Bottle

Water Based Lubricant

Water Based Lubricant

For more
information about
Body Action Products,
visit us online at
bodyactioninfo.com

Anal Glide Extra 2 oz. bottle

8.5 oz. bottle

Supreme 8.5 oz. bottle
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PURE ECSTACY

MAGIC STAMINA FOR MEN

Flavored Stimulating Gel For Men & Women

Climax Control Spray

Pure Ecstacy is formulated to amplify pleasure
and increase blood flow and sensation, while adding
extra flavor to intimate areas.

Magic Stamina Climax Control Spray
is formulated to help delay ejaculation and prolong
sexual pleasure, giving the user assurance that they will
have what it takes when it comes to that special moment.

Item #PEC10
Cherry 1 Oz.
Item #PEG10
Grape 1 Oz.
Item #PES10
Strawberry 1 Oz.
Item #PE4PPDJ
Sample Display Jar
(72 pcs.)

Sample display
containing 72 pcs.
(24 of each flavor)

Bottle Display
12 pcs. per unit

Item #BASSBP

Magic Stamina Spray Blister
Item #BASS10

Magic Stamina Spray — 1 oz. bottle
Item #MSCD12

Magic Stamina Spray Display
12 bottles per display

1 oz. Bottle
in Blister

1 oz.. pump bottle in three flavor varieties

1 oz. Bottle

LIQUID V FOR MEN
Stimulating Gel
Liquid V for Men is the most amazing product on the market today which
allows a man to experience the maximum sensation during intimate activity.

STAYHARD

Item #LVM4PPDJ

Lubricant Water Based

Display containing 50 packets

Stayhard Lubricant is for men to help
increase male stamina. Formulated to maintain
erectile hardness during intimate activity
and allows you to please your partner every time.

Item #6LVMCD

Display
p y containingg 6 1 oz. bottles
Item
m #LVFM
50pc. Tube
Packet Display

6pc. Bottle Display

z. bottle
1 oz.

6pc. Bottle
Display

Item #BASH

50pc. Tube
Packet Display

Stayhard 2.3 oz. bottle
Item #SH4PPDJ

3 Packet
Box

Stayhard Foil Packet Display
250 pieces per display

Foil Packet Display
(250 pcs.)

LIQUID V FOR WOMEN

2.3 oz. Bottle

Stimulating Gel
Liquid V for Women is a maximum strength
topical gel that amplifies sexual pleasure immediately
on contact. It is formulated to help increase clitoral
sensitivity for women who want to enhance
their personal experiences.
Item #LVB

Box containing 3 tube packets
Item #LV4PPDJ

Display Jar containing 50 packets
Item #6LVCD

Display containing 6 10 ml. bottles
Item #BALV

PROLONGG
SENSUAL HEAT
Warming Spray
Sensual Heat is a water-based, latex-safe spray that
provides a long lasting warming sensation to intimate
areas for extra pleasure. Warms to the touch or breath.
Item #SH10

Water-Based Lubricantt
Prolong is a premium water-basedd
lubricant formulated to help delayy
ejaculation, therefore increasingg
the time of pleasure.
e.
Item #BAPL
L

2.3 oz. bottlee

Sensual Heat Warming Spray 1 oz.

10 ml. bottle
1 oz.
Spray Bottle

2.3 oz. Bottle

EEZZ AACCESS
C
AAnal
nal D
Desensitizing Spray
EEZ
Z AAccess
cce is a desensitizing
sspray
pray llubricant
ub
that contains a mild
aanesthetic
nestheti (benzocaine) to help relax
muscles
m
uscles and reduce discomfort for a
ssmooth
mooth aand seductive anal experience.
Item #EA10
#EA

1 ooz.
z. bbottle
ot
1 oz.
Spray Bottle
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ASP

SIZE RX

Dietary Supplement For Men

Topical Lotion For Men
Topic

ASP (Advanced Sexual Performance) for Men is a safe,
afe,
ntain
all-natural dietary supplement formulated to help maintain
nce.
an erection and increase sexual pleasure and performance.
ASP for Men will give you the confidence needed for those
moments you never want to miss!

Size R
Rx was engineered to last up to 24 hours,
to help open blood vessels and expand capillaries.
es.
This for
ness.
formulation improves sensation and firmness.
Even wwithout an erection you will notice added size
and ful
fullness.

Item #ASPBP

Item ##SRX4PPDJ

ASP 2 Pack Blister Card

Size Rx Pillow Pack Display
(50 pcs
pcs. per display)
Item ##SRXTB

Item #ASPBD

ASP 2 Pack Blister Display — 16 pcs. per display

4.5 oz. Tube

Item #ASP30

Size Rx 4.5 oz. tube

ASP Bottle containing 30 Capsules
Item #ASPCD

50 pc.
Pillow-Pack Display

ASP Bottle Display — 6 pcs. per display

Bottle Display
6 pcs. per unit

FREE

VIRGIN PLEASURE
ASUREE
Contracting Gel for Women & Men
Virgin Pleasure maximum strength
rength
contracting gel is formulated to help
tighten sensual muscles and tissues.
ues.
Like your first time only better!
r!

Floor Display
with the purchase
of Body Action products
ucts

Item #VP4PPDJ

Display Jar containing 50 packets
Display 50pc.
Tube Packet
2-Pack
Blister Display
16 pcs. per unit

CLIMAXA
Pleasure Amplification Gel For Women

Bottle Display
6 pcs. per unit

AURAPUR

Climaxa Gel enhances orgasms and dramatically
increases stimulation for maximum sensation
and pleasure during intimate activity.

Dietary Supplement for Men and Women
Aurapur is a safe, all-natural supplement formulated to
not only elevate mood and enhance libido but also helps
relieve stress and mild anxiety. Aurapur helps improve
mood, heighten passion and the desire for intimate activity,
putting maximum excitement in your love life.

Item #CSG

0.5 oz. Jar
Item #CSG4PPDJ

50pc. Sample Display

Item #AURABP

Aurapur 2 Pack Blister Card
Item #AURABD
0.5 oz. Jar in
Pyramid Package

Floor
Display
on Wheels!
Our floor display is
accessible from both sides
es
and uses very little spacee
to show our entire line of
products. With wheels
on its base, the display
can be easily moved to
any location in your
store for maximum
exposure and sales.

Aurapur 2 Pack Blister Display — 16 pcs. per display
Item #AURA30

Aurapur Bottle containing 30 Capsules
Item #AURACD
50pc. Sample Display

2-Pack
Blister Display
16 pcs. per unit

Item #FD

Floor Display

Aurapur Bottle Display — 6 pcs. per display
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